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AT-LB

Power supply AC���~���V���OHz

Voltage ��V

Power ��w(max)

Color RGB

Brightness ��� LM/Per

Shell material ABS+PC

Operation Temperature -��°C~+��°C

Product size ��*�cm

Specifications

    Multi-device group control-automatically connects multiple devices and automatically 
reconnects when the app is turned on,
    Intelligent Camera: The camera captures colors on your TV screen and automatically 
applies them to the lights,
    Synchronized music-�� music effects With the built-in microphone, the light bar can be 
smoothly synchronized with the music or sound on the screen,
    Intelligent application control-timer function, built-in ��� kinds of dynamic effects, adjustable 
effect length, adjustable brightness, adjustable sensitivity,
    Multiple Scene Modes-create the desired atmosphere with a choice of dynamic scene modes, 
each displaying different colors and lighting effects for an immersive experience,
    Quick and easy to install -attach the light bar to the back of your TV or computer with a 
strong adhesive, or easily set it up next to or behind the screen using the bracket provided.

Features

Lghting and decoration lighting in family or public places such as bedside, TV, Table, 
Computerliving room, bedroom, study, corridor, etc.

TV LED Light Bar
WIFI / Bluetooth

Sync with TV screen images

Synchronous music with �� effects

Built-in ��� dynamic effects

Timer function

Adjustable brightness



Size Diagram

Inner 
box

Weight �.��kg

Size ��.�*��.�*�CM

Outer 
box

PCS/CTN ��

Weight ��.�kg

Size ��*��.�*��CM

Notes
�.Avoid installation above heat source objects, in areas where direct sunlight, airflow and temperature 
change significantly.
�. Avoid exposing the product to the outside and directly in the rain
�.Do not use sharp and hard objects or rough pollutants to impact the atmosphere lamp, so as not to 
affect the function and appearance
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Place the light bars on both sides of the table or mount them to the compter screen 
with the mounting bracket.

insert the light bar and the adapter into the 
corresponding control box sockets.

Power on the adapter, and then connect 
it to the control box.

Installation

Product & accessories
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